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ABSTRACT

Indonesia as a major country of Twitter users in the world (Rizaty, 2022). The information that is posted on Twitter frequently contains opinion about products, services, celebrities, events, or anything that is of user’s interest (Giachanou & Crestani, 2016). In Indonesia, Twitter is considered as the social media you use to seek information and opinion pool. Twitter as a popular social medium platform, is a host for users to express their opinions (Cheng et al, 2022). This figure also puts Indonesia as the fifth majority country of Twitter users in the world (Rizaty, 2022). The information that is posted on Twitter frequently contains opinion about products, services, celebrities, events, or anything that is of user’s interest (Giachanou & Crestani, 2016). In Indonesia, Twitter is considered as the social media you use to seek information and opinion pool. Twitter as a popular social medium platform, is a host for users to express their opinions (Cheng et al, 2022).
Indonesia is very active on social media; for example, in 2012 its capital, Jakarta, originated the most tweets of any city in the world (Alatas et al, 2019). Although Internet and Twitter usage are concentrated in Jakarta and Java’s urban centers, their use is high in rural communities. Much internet access is through mobile technology (Carley et al, 2016).

Twitter is micro-blogging social networking of textual message (Budiharto & Meiliana, 2018). Users of Twitter’s microblogging service can publish up to 280 (up from 140 and longer now) character messages, which may also include links and images. Users can follow accounts, like messages, respond to them, and share (retweet) them in addition to actively contributing themselves. Using hashtags (#) and public messages or mentions (@) on other Twitter accounts, posts can be connected to more extensive debates on the social media network (Zhang et.al, 2020). Twitter successfully produced 500 million bytes of data per day (Miranda et al, 2019). The microblogging service that Twitter (now X) offers is still being used widely by users. In the business environment alone, Twitter is one of the most popular social media, with 321 million active users per month (Tao & Wilson, 2015). Twitter social media as a data source which will be analyzed in the form of sentiment analysis, which is a process of understanding, extracting, and processing textual data automatically to obtain sentiment information contained in an opinion sentence (Fitri & Hasibuan, 2019). A study shows Twitter is a logical source of data for Hate speech analysis as Twitter users are more likely to express emotions of an event by posting multiple tweets (Fauzi & Yunarti, 2018).

While blogging activity shifts to vlog and any kind of other multimedia content, microblogging stands as a part of social media experience. Therefore, amidst new development of social media platforms, Twitter is still popular to be used by various audience or we might call it followers. Its title as opinion pool where people could easily tweet their thoughts, make their users turn to the platform when they want to share their curiosity, knowledge, hatred, likings, or any topics they find interesting to talk about. Consequently, it is inevitable to find that various thinking is gathered in Twitter. Thus, triggering heated debate over overflowing topics.

Nevertheless, it is very alarming how in certain cases, the debate turns ugly. The debate over important or trivial matters could make people reveal the credentials information about their challenger. While the other party is actually being anonymous and revealing their true self on Twitter platform. The act of revealing the credentials information about their opponents is called doxing (Douglas, 2016). Doxing in Indonesian Twitter users are easily found. Various cases lead to doxing. Mostly, the doxing takes place in thread or series of Tweets regarding the same topic. Everyone has the potential of being doxed, whether they are a celebrity.

Popular cases, that we wish to elaborate are Natalie, Rizky Billar, and Gilang Bungkus (sexual harassments and abuse cases included). We also add general cases of doxing including the doxing of anonymous whistleblower accounts and alleged fraud. In Natalie’s case, it was phenomenal because she was doxed as an anonymous account of Afi Nihaya Faradisa. This was blown up on September 17, 2022, when Afi asked an account to take down their post regarding a meme which shows her photo alongside a blurry photo of Natalie. Natalie was an anonymous account who posts provocative photos and words. When Afi clarified that she was on hiatus from Twitter for more than three months, therefore the meme hurt her image publicly.
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Popular cases, that we wish to elaborate are Natalie, Rizky Billar, and Gilang Bungkus (sexual harassments and abuse cases included). We also add general cases of doxing including the doxing of anonymous whistleblower accounts and alleged fraud. In Natalie’s case, it was phenomenal because she was doxed as an anonymous account of Afi Nihaya Faradisa. This was blown up on September 17, 2022, when Afi asked an account to take down their post regarding a meme which shows her photo alongside a blurry photo of Natalie. Natalie was an anonymous account who posts provocative photos and words. When Afi clarified that she was on hiatus from Twitter for more than three months, therefore the meme hurt her image publicly.

Afi Nihaya Faradisa, is actually a prominence name. Afi was invited by the President of Republic of Indonesia in 2017 for
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her article titled ‘Warisan’. The article gone viral from Facebook platform, thus granted her fame. Nonetheless, she was found guilty of plagiarizing another account (Irawati, 2022). Since then, she was laid low from the public, while still being active in various platforms of her personal accounts. The meme case blown up after Afi’s clarification because she doxed the meme’s account owner personal info and infuriating fellow Twitter users (Irawati, 2022). One was @seravinue, who gives clues of Afi being Natalie and another account @AlanaThia. The Natalie account is actually contradicting Afi’s image in public as a Muslim woman with her hijab, and @AlanaThia was viral for her statement which was degrading Islamic beliefs (Irawati, 2022).

Natalie’s account was filled with revealing photos and controversial tweets. Although the face is blurred purposively, @seravinue was able to give proof of Natalie being the same person as Afi. One account who claimed to be Afi’s college friend also tweeted of she already noticed the similarity for a while, giving her proofs and opening their WhatsApp chats. This case is left hanging, since Afi, Natalie, or @AlanaThia are gone and not stating any clarification anymore since the accounts were meticulous of dropping the documents of proofs.

The second case is Rizky Billar’s. He is actually being tangled with a domestic violence case against his wife. The couple is notorious in the entertainment industry for being romantic to each other. The wife, Lesti Kejora, is a dangdut singer who rose to fame after winning a talent contest in national television. After the news of his domestic violence appeared, his old photos in @GigoloJKT199 surfaced. The post contains several photos of him, one of him being topless and said, “Rizky, Minat? Invite bbm... (Rizky, interested? Invite BBM pin…)” back in 2015 (Ridho, 2022). This became a viral topic to talk about, as people are surprised because his image was pious in public. It is considered as doxing too, because we believe that the pictures are not meant to be seen in public anymore and do damage to his recent identity. Some Twitter users found it inevitable because he hurts his clueless wife. This case is still ongoing to this day.

The third one was a case famous as Gilang ‘Bungkus’. This case was started when an account, @mfikris, made a thread titled “Predator ‘Fetish Kain Jarik’ Berkedok Riset (‘Jarik Cloth Fetish’ Predator Under the Guise of Research)” (Widiyani, 2020). The account told a story of his friend being a target of one person named, Gilang, a student from a notable university in Indonesia. His friend is a male who is Gilang’s junior acquaintance and been asked to cover himself inside jarik cloth in a way imitating how Muslim corpse is treated. Jarik cloth is Indonesian traditional cloth which commonly covered with batik patterns and has various use (Moselo, 2022). This case was viral, and people doxed Gilang personal information. To some extent, there is no longer private information about him. This case ended with Gilang being put in jail and being expelled from his school. Gilang’s case is actually similar to any ‘spilling the tea’ about sexual sexual assault perpetrators. We observe that since 2019, there is significant rise of Twitter’s thread in telling sexual assault’s victim experience and reason why they want public to know about their case. The sexual harassments and abuse or assault survivors in those threads were both, female and male. Most of the threads then ended with doxing the culprit’s personal information.
In Indonesia, we also witness where there is also a tendency of people to dox controversial anonymous accounts who is active in tweeting political or government related topics. We observe such actions rooted back from 2019 where politics polarization felt the strongest amid presidential elections. The account owners are stripped of their anonymity and have their personal information shown to public. While, for some being anonymous is to save themselves as they are actually a whistle blower from the institution. Another trend is to dox someone when they have done fraud. Various fraud cases can be read on Twitter, as the victim put all of their allegations inside a chronological thread.

Those cases which we mentioned above are contradictory. In a way, some people might see the doxing being done to those names is unnecessary. While for others, it is obligatory to expose those identity, thus making people aware of their doing in Twitter universe since it could possibly harm others in real life. From those stances, we would like to discuss this paper with “What is the ethical discourse of doxing in Indonesian Twitter users?” as the research question.

Thus, this study aims to give another perspective upon seeing the doxing discourse ethically. Based on the case of Indonesian Twitter users act, we could see doxing in a new light.

LITERATURE DAN METHODOLOGY

Every Internet user is subject to potential doxing (Bei Li, 2018). Doxing, also spelled "doxxing", is the practice of publishing someone's private information online in a way that is simple for others to access (Douglas, 2016). Doxing is a form of cyberbullying in which personal information on others is sought and released, thereby violating their privacy, and facilitating further harassment (Chen et al, 2019). Doxing refers to the practice of disclosing sensitive personal information about a person without their consent (Karimi et al, 2022). The main purpose of doxing attacks is to threaten, embarrass, harass, and humiliate the organization or individual (Khanna et al, 2016). Trottier in Li & Whitworth (2022) categorizes doxing along several axes, including: doxer, target, and/or law enforcement. Douglas (2016) emphasizes that doxing should be understood as releasing ‘publicly’ a type of identity knowledge about an individual (the subject of doxing) that establishes a verifiable connection between it and another type (or types) of identity knowledge about that person. Doxing details may include but not limited to legal name, residential address, school, office, personal photograph, personal relationship, or their achievements. Nevertheless, Marx in Douglas (Douglas, 2016) stated that there are seven types of identity. For those who have not the seven types revealed, means they have their anonymity protected. The seven types of identity are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Legal name</td>
<td>The name that a person is recognized by in official and legal contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Locatability</td>
<td>Information that indicates a person's residence or personal contact information, such as</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Doxing is online abuse where a malicious party harms another by releasing identifying or sensitive information. Motivations for doxing include personal, competitive, and political reasons, and web users of all ages, genders and internet experience have been targeted. Doxing is one of a few cyberattacks that can cause direct, serious, and lasting harm to its victims (Snyder & Kanich, 2017). Doxing is fundamentally described by Douglas as "the purposeful publication of personally identifiable information about an individual on the internet by a third party, frequently with the intent to humiliate, threaten, intimidate, or penalize the named individual." (Douglas, 2016). Therefore, the most important part about doxing is removal one’s anonymity to some extent. Doxing is about one’s intention to dox. Therefore, the doxing activity is open to interpretation of being good or bad thing. The term suggesting 'doxing' is 'dropping document' or 'dropping dox'. The verification in doxing is what differs its process from another revelation, such as exposure and publicity (Douglas, 2016).

Silva adds that there are two kinds of doxing, common doxing, and organizational doxing (Silva, 2021). Due to widespread usage of online social networks (OSN) and a lack of privacy awareness, regular doxing behaviors are more prevalent among adolescents. These exposed PIIs are more likely to be disseminated in social media platforms, chat rooms, and online discussion forums by facilitating group cyberbullying and threats. Organizational doxing is more likely to be motivated by a group’s goal, and its actions are carried out methodically. Customer, employee, or organizational important data that is sold or made public online would be the doxing outcome data.

Anderson and Wood (2022) agree that Douglas succeeded in elaborating the most sophisticated typology for doxing’s forms. For Douglas (Anderson & Wood, 2022) there are three forms of doxing (1) deanonymizing doxing; (2) targeting doxing; (3) delegitimizing doxing. The victim of deanonymizing doxing must deal with losing their anonymity, whether it be in their personal or professional life. While targeting doxing involves the target losing their anonymity, for instance by having their home address posted online. Furthermore, delegitimizing doxing involves exposing evidence that the target has committed fraud or other "immoral" behavior, for instance, and causes the target to lose credibility.

Another stance from Lee (Lee, 2020), doxing is performed through intertextuality since the "success" of doxing depends on the actor who compiles a range of source texts from websites, social media profiles, and other offline sources. Intertextuality is the process by which texts allude to one another. The affordances of social media help intertextuality in the digital realm even more. Boyd in Lee (2020) asserts that the characteristics of public communication on networked media include their persistence (the capacity to record and archive web content), replicability (the capacity to reproduce and modify web content), scalability (the limitless possibilities of making content visible), and searchability (the ease of locating a person and their information).

Members of networked publics can easily produce intertextual relations by changing and reappropriating texts from various semiotic sources and platforms, becoming what Androutsopoulos refers to as "intertextual
operators" (Lee, 2020). As more people reveal the most private areas of their life on social media, personal information is readily public online. Even when such content is intended to be shared just with close friends and family, it can be readily removed from its original context, leading to a condition known as context collapse where any posted content addresses an endless, unknowable audience (Lee, 2020).

Doxxing can be viewed in this light as a "recontextualized social practice" (Leeuwen, 2009). Van Leeuwen (2009) believes that discourses always represent and modify social actions through recontextualization processes. In social media, the simplicity of "sharing" content across media platforms necessitates reinterpreting an already-written text in light of fresh discursive settings (Androutsopoulos, 2014). These social media features also make it possible for one's personal information to be shared inadvertently, which gives birth to doxing. The real name policy of social media and internet users' lack of critical awareness of their online privacy to safeguard the information published on their newsfeeds are two more reasons that may lead to the "accidental" disclosure and spread of personal data (Wauters, Lievens, & Valcke, 2014).

Silva (2021) proposes the idea of mitigation to avoid doxing cases. Though the process uses several software and computer processing techniques, in this paper we sought to limit the main idea of mitigation can also be done with limited source and dismissing the probability of advance application. The first step is to conduct a self-audit. For Silva (2017) this initial phase of doxing prevention/adoption procedure is to identify the already published/leaked information on the subject.

The second is to remove unnecessary information. After identifying any potential data leaks or unnecessary data releases, take the required precautions to stop them from spreading further online. These processes can range from being as easy as removing unnecessary entries, dormant accounts, and images to being as complex as removing already revealed and other sensitive data like a person's biometric information, geo-location, identification, or any private number. Employees or organizational operation products like articles, reports, or white papers are two examples of unnecessarily disclosed organizational information that should be avoided. Silva believes, if such an incident has ever occurred, organizations must try to stop any lingering user data breaches and corporate data leaks (Silva, 2021).

Third, activating privacy and security settings and anti-abuse options. Sabah and Thalheim stated that, the majority of the crucial private information, including a person's name, location, and activities, is either always visible or made available to others by default on many platforms (Silva, 2021). Users are actually provided with privacy and security setting options in the majority of platforms so they can choose between three degrees of data visibility Public, Peers, and User alone. This is an easier method to prevent any personal identifiable data leaks. A certain level of protection from doxing or online harassment will be provided by turning on features like Secure browsing, two factor authentications, and the use of Anti-Abuse filters. Yet, it is unfortunate that the majority of consumers only apply these security settings when something bad happens.

Fourth, only trust the known and reliable people we know. False identities and profiles are very common and pose a threat to the site. The best approach to avoid this problem is to ignore and reject these fictitious identities. A quick background check and human intuition will confirm a person's legitimacy. Fifth, scheduling security updates. Platform or application security flaws are fairly common, and criminals don’t hesitate to take advantage of them. Therefore, the leaking of private information and personally identifiable information is closely related to security improvements. A crucial element in the doxing environment is routine application security updates and patches. Sixth step or the last, raising awareness of third-party applications, whitelisting, and bloatware. The bulk of information systems often capture user data while also archiving numerous tasks through third-party applications. Malicious software, programs, and services sometimes ask for unnecessary access privileges to user information before carrying out the perp's damaging goals. The system's security will be improved, and the danger of data exposure will be reduced by using a core set of approved and
verified applications and services (whitelisted). Security issues regarding bloatware are also growing. Modern consumer electronics are loaded with these applications, but it's likely that the user has never utilized them, losing out on important personally identifiable information. Even though it is necessary to remove these applications, doing so will be against the terms of the vendor contracts.

Those concepts above are the fundamental of this research. We examine the discourse of doxing by comparing ethical perspectives in academic journals and using their ethical stances to compare action done in cases we chose to answer the research question.

This research focuses on comparing discourses in ethical state of doxing. By concentrating on ethical point of view, the method used is critical discourse studies. Critical discourse studies are approach that lies in the constitutive problem – oriented, interdisciplinary approach of dynamic (socio)-cognitive or interactional moves and strategies and functions of the (social, situative, and cognitive) contexts of language use (Wodak & Meyer in Armayanti, 2019). Critical discourse studies and critical discourse analysis for Wodak (Wodak & Meyer in Armayanti, 2019) is different. While the practice of critical discourse studies lies on being critical as objectives of the research. The main focus is to seek new perspectives on the chosen topic.

In the analysis of Discourse either Critical or not, those are basically having the same point from language side or language used (Habibie, 2016). While discourse relies on scientific terms, critical discourse analysis uses a critical approach (Wodak & Meyer in Mullet, 2018). First, they have different purposes or ends in mind, which affects how they might be put to use. Scientific ideas have an "instrumental use" that aims to successfully manipulate the outside world. Critical theories work to reveal hidden coercion to "agents," liberating them from it and enabling them to choose what is in their best interests. Second, the "cognitive" architecture of critical and scientific beliefs is different. Scientific theories are "objectifying" in the sense that they may be distinguished from the things they refer to. The object domain that the theory defines does not include it. On the other hand, a critical theory is "reflective" in that it is constantly a component of the object-domain it represents. These theories partially concern themselves. Thirdly, the type of data that would establish whether or not critical and scientific hypotheses are valid varies. These hypotheses therefore call for various forms of proof.

This paper focuses on the ethical aspect of doxing. It is better to say that when we apply the context principle in ethical philosophy — that is, when we pay careful attention to the actual contexts of recognizably ethical thought and discourse — we will find that there are no words that in their primary function are used exclusively in ethical utterances (no technical terms), there are no words that are necessarily used in ethical utterances, and moreover there are not even any words that are used typically in ethical utterances. But this is something we find when we look at contexts of ethical discourse, not an implication of the context principle itself (Schoellner, 2016). Thus, using research papers to examine how they perceive doxing in ethical perspective and link it with cases in Indonesian Twitter users.

Data collection is carried out through documentation techniques, namely the technique of collecting and analyzing documents, both written, drawings and electronic, that are relevant to the source of research data. In this paper, documentation techniques are implemented through the activity of finding cases relevant to the object of study, namely doxing cases which involve paradoxical discussions, meaning that there are statements of pros and cons to doxing that have been carried out in these cases. Then the collected data is captured in screenshots for further analysis to find out ethical discourse for doxing activities among Indonesian Twitter users.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In Indonesia’s Twitter sphere, the doxing phenomenon is a paradox. Because some might say that doxing may occur with malicious intent, while others perceive doxing as a good deed to reveal actors behind criminal or immoral cases. Douglas in Anderson and Wood (2021) believe that doxing intention should not be undertaken with malicious intent. Even when there is no malicious intent, doxing can also occur when journalists reveal in public the names of someone's pseudonyms in stories. But
according to Douglas, mistakenly "doxing" someone online by inadvertently disclosing personal information is not the same as doxing. In other words, doxing and internet exposure are not the same thing, even though doxing may be one type of it. Douglas (2016) asserts that while doxing may be a kind of blackmail, it is not the same as defamation, blackmail, or gossip. Doxing, in contrast to gossip, trades on identity information rather than "suggestion, hearsay [or] innuendo" (Douglas, 2016). The distinction between doxing and gossip is "the difference between communicating information about someone and communicating information of someone," as Douglas (2016) persuasively notes.

In spite of that statement, for Fadhila, in her article “Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right: How Indonesia Netizens Use Doxing as a Weapon to Attack Others” (Fadhila, 2022), doxing is potentially harming the journalists and activists for the works and movement. Fadhila stated that according to SAFEnet, the increase in doxing in Indonesia was brought on by the numerous personal attacks on journalists and activists over the course of several years (Fadhila, 2022). For instance, a journalist from TopSkor named Zulfikar tweeted on a sensitive subject in 2017 that Hong Kong has the authority to deny Abdul Somad, an Indonesian ulema, entry into the territory. Despite the fact that his argument was rational, the followers of the ulema are bound to criticize it. They began to persecute him by doxing him and mailing threats. In no time, hashtags like #BoikotTopSkor became popular topics. As the result, TopSkor phoned Zulfikar to fire him. Or when famous activist Veronica Koman, who appears to be the target of doxing more frequently due to her aggressive advocacy for Papua's rights. In 2019, the Twitter user @/digeembok attempted to dox Koman by disclosing her residence and scaring her by claiming to have been watching her (Fadhila, 2022).

Fadhila statement is actually contradicting to what Douglas thought. Where for Douglas, doxing could be used as a tool for activism. For Douglas, doxing could actually be used as audience vigilantism in response to hate speech conducted by the contender (Douglas, 2020). Digital vigilantism is a response to a transgression that “seek[s] to render a targeted individual (or category of individual) visible through information sharing practices such as assembling and publishing their personal details” (Trottier, 2017). Douglas argues that doxing that deanonymizes a supporter of hate speech is a suitable strategy for stopping it if it aims to start a reeducation process (Douglas, 2020). In Indonesian Twitter user’s case for Fadhila (2022) doxing is a cybercrime that requires considerable attention. Fadhila argues because Indonesian internet users frequently use it to harm one another, and doxing should never be carried out because it will never be relevant to the issue no matter how serious a mistake someone makes (Fadhila, 2022).

To contend with the stance made by Fadhila (2022), we believe that doxing in Indonesian Twitter users cannot be simplified as giving final verdict of no doxing allowed. Since journalism and activism are indeed a field full of limited stakeholders. This paper proposes the opposites. For the cases brought upon the article, we ponder the narrative of journalism and activism is a risky task. Therefore, with their line of work, it is important to mitigate the impact caused by their project or movement. Thus, doxing cases in Indonesian Twitter users vary.

Lee (2020) proposed another perspective in seeing doxing through ethical approach. The research focus was about Hong Kong Protesters act of doxing in a social movement. Bear in mind that this paper only highlights the general idea, since the findings are heavily related to Hong Kong protest event back in 2020. Lee uses ‘doxer’ as the term to call the doxing actor. For Lee, there are four key strategies of legitimizing doxing in the data:

a. Rationalization: doxing as effective self-defense
   Doxing is rationalized in the name of self-defense. Doxing is legitimised as a response to power imbalance. Being the powerless one, doxing empowers the weak to fight for their movement;

b. Re-definition: “we’re not doing anything illegal.”
   Doxing done with data in internet is not doxing. Moreover, if the doxer already being friend in any platform which makes
the data is easily accessible for them. The doxers stand with the belief of their doxing activity is not guilty and rejecting ‘privacy’ to what has been available online;

c. Construction of negative-other: authorities as uneducated and immoral

Doxing is conducted to their target’s immoral actions, such as violence and abuse. Thus, making the target is acceptable to be doxed; and

d. Victimizing ‘US’: doxers as powerless

Doxers put themselves as victim. Therefore, their way to cope is by doxing the target. Thus, they are not the only victim, and creating wave of doxing when more doxers come up (Lee, 2020).

Additionally, Lee emphasizes vagueness and ambiguities of privacy and doxing definition legally (Lee, 2020). Since ‘Privacy’ and ‘Doxing’ could be legitimized by fellow doxers as they have the support of their group, creating altruism, a common legitimation strategy.

We acknowledge that those two papers are not using Indonesian Twitter users in their mind while conducting the research. Nevertheless, we find the link between those stances to see the ethical discourse of Indonesian Twitter user. Based on those discourses above, we tried to link them with cases we have mentioned in introduction above, as shown in table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Case Name</th>
<th>Case Description</th>
<th>Ethical discourse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Natalie</td>
<td>Natalie’s situation was exceptional because she was shown to be the anonymous Afi Nihaya Faradisa account. This gained attention on September 17, 2022, when Afi requested that a user delete a post about a meme that used both Natalie’s and her own fuzzy photos. Natalie was an anonymous user who published provoking images and text. The face of the account’s owner was intentionally blurred, but @seravinie was able to provide evidence that Natalie and Afi were the same.</td>
<td>There is no tangible cause to dox Natalie’s account owner at the first place. Because, she had done nothing that could actually harm other people significantly. The doxer seems to enjoy the stance to dox their target because they put such an effort to reveal the documents. However, their stance about the data revealed is not privacy is also valid. Nonetheless, we believe that this case does greater harm than good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rizky Billar</td>
<td>He is allegedly involved in a case of domestic abuse against his wife. In the entertainment industry, the couple is renowned for their passionate relationship. His earlier images surfaced as the story of his domestic violence spread. People are astonished that he had such a religious public persona, therefore this has become a hot topic of discussion. It is also seen as doxing because the images are no longer intended for public viewing and harm the subject's present-day persona. Because he abuses his wife, some Twitter users believed it to be inevitable.</td>
<td>The domestic violence case is already handled by the police with some CCTV leaked to the public proving the actual action. However, for us, this case is unrelatable to the domestic violence case. Thus, does more harm than good at this point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gilang Bungkus &amp; Sexual harassments and abuse Perpetrator</td>
<td>The third case was the infamous Gilang “Bungkus” case. A topic named “Predator ‘Fetish Kain Jarik’ Berkedok ‘Riset’ (Jarik Cloth Fetish) Predator Under the Guess of Research”) was created by the user @mfikris, which started official police investigation. According to the account, his friend was the target of Gilang, a student from a prestigious Indonesian institution. His pal was a male who is Gilang’s junior.</td>
<td>The idea to dox the perpetrators in Twitter is proven more effective to bring justice in real for some sexual harassments and abuse or abuse survivors. Be it changes in regulation, or legal punishment. Hence, we believe that opening up verified sexual harassments and abuse perpetrators does better than harm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on those cases examined regarding doxing activities, this paper found that doxing is an open discourse. Doxing discourse has the possibilities to be expanded in accordance with society plurality, government dynamics, and free speech limitation in public frequency territory. By connecting them to doxing case in Twitter sphere in regions or country and find a doxing trends to distinguish, whether or not it is legitimate to conduct such action.

CONCLUSION

Doxing is neutral. This statement is what the paper believes, based on critical discourse study regarding doxing cases and linking them to Indonesian Twitter users’ trend. In Natalie and Rizky Billar’s cases, we should agree that doxing is not necessary because what they have done did not bring harm to wider audiences. However, for Gilang ‘Bungkus’ and other sexual harassment cases, we can condemn the wrongdoings and with some solid evidence, doxing is reasonable to be done on that account. Based on those cases presented above, we propose that idea because there is no statement as such. By emphasizing the ‘neutral’ nature of doxing, its action has its own positive and negative impact to overview.

Doxing can be seen as positive action when it is necessary to reach a wider audience then alarming, informing and educating them through dropping dox. Hence, public information that has been stored in public domain is accessible for everyone to open, therefore the term of breaching someone’s consent is not applied. Additionally, they put them on purpose. When talking about consent in public domain, we could refer to doxing mitigation steps. Moreover, bear in mind that intertextuality meaning, and interpretation is a free subject to discuss among the viewers. It is a different case, however, if doxing is conducted with the intention to trash people or organizations in public with no mass advantage. When the action is managed with sole hatred.

Doxing could also be a powerful weapon for marginalized groups to make their voice heard. To answer our research objective, this paper believes that the adequacy of doxing lays in its purpose. In any right, there are limitations; ethical limitation in doxing is to know whether
there is more to gain in doing so. When people have their right to acknowledge information regarding their wellbeing, then doxing is acceptable. Furthermore, we believe that it compromises the objectives of doxing. For further research, we would offer the replication of this method with different country’s Twitter users. Seeking the doxing trends then discussing their ethical approach.
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